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Abstract—This paper presents an adaptation of the Brousseau method. The concepts of didactic variations and interactions are introduced by using didactic and a-didactic situations. With the main aim of guaranteeing alumni improvement and evaluation processes, a case study application was development founded on a cloud architecture, which is also based in previous research, curricular organization and interaction processes within the class.

I. INTRODUCTION

Guy Brousseau introduced theory of situations, didactic contracts and didactic and a-didactic situations in 1998. This is a teaching theory seeking the conditions for artificial genesis of mathematical knowledge. Brousseau says that “knowing mathematics” is not only about knowing definitions and theorems to recognize the opportunity to use and apply them, but also about “dealing with problems” in a broad sense, which means finding good questions and solutions.

Computer science professors and researchers play an important role at first stages of the computer science teaching process and should be able to start asking questions about the process of teaching and learning that is used with their students in their daily work.

Curriculum development in university subjects lacks structure focused on the student evaluation process. Evaluation and assessment is an inexistent process, since in most cases it consists of an evaluation of the practical part of the subject, accompanied by a short presentation by the student, and a final exam to assess theoretical contents.

This teaching and learning process does not apply any clear pedagogical basis, with the exception of objectives achievement and is often subject to the teacher’s decision. For example, in a Master thesis, the final evaluation is done in a presentation where the student talks about her work during a fixed time.

Sometimes, didactic methods are not used due to either ignorance or lack of transversality among subjects. However, there exists a wide use of teamwork [1] or project work [2], mainly because these methodologies adapt perfectly to work that students will perform in their professional future.

Didactic adaptation of subjects at the university level is likely to grow over time. One of the goals of educational outreach is the university of education, which will lead to an increment of the population percentage with higher education. Universities will need to include teaching methods that allow curricular adaptations, significant [3] and not significant [4].

Furthermore, the enhancement of students creative thinking from the Brousseau perspective can lead to the creation of new products and creative solutions to solve complex problems. In this way, students of Computer Science can improve their abilities to solve problems with training and adaptation methods. On the other hand, university teachers could use these methods autonomously and adapt their needs over time.

II. STATE OF THE ART

During our research work, we have carried out the adaptation of the Montessori method [5] and the leverage of social networks in educative environments [6]. This paper presents an adaptation of the Brousseau method.

Brousseau developed the “Situation Theory”, in which he searches conditions for an artificial genesis of mathematical knowledge. Under the assumption that they are not built spontaneously, it is based on the constructive conception of thought.

Pedagogic constructivism is to equip students with the necessary tools, allowing them to create their own procedures to solve problems.

There are four essential features of a constructivist action [7]:
1) It is based on the conceptual structure of each student: part of the ideas and preconceptions that students bring to the classic topic.
2) Anticipates conceptual change is expected from the active construction of the new concept and its impact on mental structure.
3) Confront the ideas and preconceptions related topic of education, with the new scientific concept being taught.
4) Applies the new concept to concrete situations and relates to other concepts of cognitive structure in order to expand its transfer.

Necessary conditions to boost constructivist teaching are the following:
1) Generate dissatisfaction with prejudices and preconceptions, allowing students to identify their mistakes.
2) The new concept begins to be clear and distinct to the previous.
3) The new concept shows its applicability to real situations.
4) The new concept generates new questions and expectations.
5) The students observe and understand the causes of their prejudices and misconceptions.
6) Create a climate for free expression of student, without coercion or fear of making mistakes.
7) Foster the conditions for the student as a participant in the teaching-learning process: planning, selection of activities, sources of information queries, etc.

In the Brousseau theory of constructivism, students learn to adapt to an environment that is a factor of contradictions, difficulties and new knowledge is acquired through responses that are evidence of learning. This is achieved with didactic and a-didactic situations.

A didactic situation is a set of relations explicitly and/or implicitly established between a student or group of students in an environment, including, eventually, instruments and objects, and an educational system (teacher). Student work should, at least in part, reproduce the characteristics of scientific work itself, to guarantee an effective construction of relevant knowledge. Each didactic situation is governed by a certain type of training contract, i.e. a set of implicit and explicit obligations, namely an action between teacher and students.

An a-didactic situation is essentially characterized by the fact of representing certain learning moments in which the student works independently, not subject to any direct control of the teacher. In this situation, the student becomes able to reuse the knowledge that he is acquiring, in a situation not covered in any teaching context and in the absence of any teacher.

Summing up, a didactic situation is one that inherently contains the intention of someone to learn something. This intention does not disappear in a-didactic situation, where the lack of intention means that the student must address the problem by replying to it based on his knowledge, motivated by the problem, not by the desire to please the teacher.

Brousseau also adds that the training contract refers to the actions established between teacher and student, thus comprising the set of behaviors that the teacher expects from the student and the set of that the student expects from the teacher.

The didactic contract, along with educational and a-didactic situations, can be modified by the didactic situations are theoretical objects whose purpose is to study the set of conditions and own a well-defined relations knowledge. The contract can use values that enable students to understand and resolve the situation with their prior knowledge, and then make them face the acquisition of new knowledge by setting a new value of a variable.

The contract has a structure similar to a teaching unit that we developed in prior research. In this previous research we also included a study on how to evaluate and assess students in conventional curricular situations [12] and in social networks [13]. Also, we studied the necessity of curricular organization in rural environments [14]. The outcome from this research showed that evaluation and assessment should be done by taking into account the whole teaching and learning process. Student evolution should be registered and logged during the process.

III. DEFINITION AND OBJECTIVES

This article shows an adaptation of the Brousseau method, developed in order to improve the learning of Computer Science and change the approach of subject from a raw contents perspective. The starting point is to be able to address problems from the computer science point of view. These capabilities involve the use of techniques and technologies designed for problem resolution. Furthermore, this approach can improve students’ creativity in the development of new products and particular solutions to problems.

IV. DIDACTIC METHODOLOGY

Teaching methods drawn from this technique are a part of a master class [15], where the teacher presents concepts and takes the approach to solving problems in addition to the qualification criteria (training contract). At this point, students should start having doubts regarding these content. These doubts or questions are contract breakers. To avoid, the contract breaking, the teacher interferes with the development of problem proposing new situations for the student to solve. At this point project work, collaborative work, or individual work can be used.

The introduction of educational variables in this methodology complements a problem during the teaching-learning process, creating milestones in the teaching methodology and turning points that allow students to obtain new solutions from these variables.

These variables can be adapted by the teacher for students with learning and teaching needs with significant or not significant curricular adaptations, thus adapting the activity of students to the specific needs of these or group level students each time.

These educational variables are milestones, which must be solved by the students. These new standards raise new
questions for students to be overcome and entail the creation of new solutions to the problem proposed completing its complexity or making new methods to its solution.

The above diagram depicts the operation of this methodology. The methodology starts with a problem and ends with a solution. This solution is not unique because during that modify variables included.

- Blue boxes represent the beginning of the process. The teacher defines the problem and the students begin working on its definition. During this process, students adapt the problem to their academic interests, mainly based on the knowledge acquired in previous experience of other activities.
- Didactic Iteration is in green. The teacher introduces variables that cause the a-didactic situation in students and create confusion enabling them to continue the development of the solution. This a-didactic situation can cause various solutions the problem.
- Yellow boxes highlight the iterating process where the teacher introduces new and triggers a process where different teaching methodologies are applied.
- Purple boxes represent the curricular part of the technique described above. This requires access to information in the official curriculums, which are created on the teacher's teaching schedule.

Summing up, the teacher develops a problem statement, which is completed by the students in the teaching-learning process. Then, by creating the conflict, students learn and develop complex problems, from their own knowledge, while teacher supervises the development of the activity and the achievement of objectives.

V. MODELS AND STATES

The design of models for a solution to this teaching methodology is defined by the following:

- Problem: The problem statement must be constructed from the knowledge gathered from the student group considering transversality and curriculum contents. The process must take into account the objectives and core competencies the activity will be based on.
- Definition: In this model, the teacher helps students continue with the development and realization of the problem statement, using knowledge acquired in other subjects (transversality of education).
- Didactic Iteration: Starting from the doubt created by the a-didactic, the teacher introduces didactic variables so that students can continue their work. These didactic iterations can last until the teacher considers the objectives are met.

These models must be accompanied by states, which are changes produced by the introduction of a model. In this way, the teaching-learning process is configured and can modify the behavior of the model itself. It is a way to introduce a change in the model by autonomic self-employment in a situation that produces a change in both solution and in the definition.

- Didactic Situation: Not a model itself, but a state in the process where the teacher creates the curricula through the objectives of the practice or problem statement. In this state, the student collects information about what to do and how to do it. The end of the situation is the acquisition of a training contract containing the work to be performed, which may be modified posterity.
- A-didactic situation: This situation is a state of reflection on the proposed problem in which students develop their cognitive elements of an evolution problem. More restrictions to the problem are raised, thanks to the introduction of didactic variables added before.

For the development of this methodology, we consider the situation of the student group and the level of achievement of the objectives. Therefore there is a direct relationship with the official curriculum [12] and in teaching methodology used the classroom [15] [16] hence the need for data collection of the teaching-learning process.

VI. METHOD APPLICATION

The structure we have for the development of the subject of IT projects is a matter that also needs the support of other subjects in the field of software engineering, database management systems and data programming.

From the learning outcomes and assessment criteria the teacher proposes the problem:

Problem: short form corresponds to the problem statement. "...Create a management application that allows professionals to manage their company store..."

Definition: Students begin to define the problem and begin to questions arise that will lead to the creation of the didactic contract. This methodology can be accomplished by collaborative work and well predefined roles.

Didactic contract made by the students and the teacher, which is the result of acquired learning and assessment crite-
ria (goals to achieve). The contract provides students with the ability to get that learning outcome, according to the curriculum of the course:

1. Identify needs of the productive sector, relating them to projects that can satisfy these needs. The following results are obtained:
   a) Related companies were classified according to their organizational characteristics and the type of product or service they offer.
   b) Firms were characterized indicating the organizational structure and functions of each department.
   c) Most demanding business needs were identified.
   d) Predictable business opportunities in the sector were assessed.
   e) Type of project was identified in order to meet the anticipated demands.
   f) Specific characteristics of the project were specified as required.
   g) Tax, labor and risk prevention and implementation conditions of obligations were determined.
   h) Potential aid or subsidies for the incorporation of new production technologies were identified.
   i) A roadmap was developed for the project.

2. Design projects related to the competences described in the statement, explicitly developing the phases that compose it. The following results are obtained:
   a) Information was compiled on the aspects that will be addressed in the project.
   b) Technical feasibility study of the project was done.
   c) Project stages were defined, specifying its content and deadlines.
   d) Targets by scope were set.
   e) Development supporting activities were determined.
   f) Necessary resources and personnel to complete the project were predicted.
   g) Funding needs were identified.
   h) Project documentation was defined and created.
   i) Aspects that must be controlled to ensure project quality were identified.

3. Schedule the execution of the project, determining the intervention plan and associated documentation. The following results are obtained:
   a) Tasks were scheduled according to implementation needs.
   b) Logistics and resources required for each task were determined.
   c) Roles and permissions to carry out each tasks were identified.
   d) Procedures have been identified for implementation of tasks.
   e) Risks were defined, defining the risk prevention plan and means.
   f) Allocation of material and human resources were planned.
   g) Economic assessment that responds to the conditions of the project implementation was carried out.
   h) Documentation necessary for project implementation was defined and developed.

Once the teacher has presented learning results, objectives and assessment criteria, students define the problem they want to solve, through collaborative work or moderated discussion. The definition of the problem is done following these points

- Conduct a marketing job.
- Conduct a study of economic feasibility.
- Create a project plan.
- Create an implementation plan for the company.
- Specify a requirements document.
- Study legal legislation in the creation of a software project
- Balance project risks
- Perform an economic assessment of the project.
- Characterize the productive sector. Students decided that it would be garage to and a car parts store.
- Establish the garage modules: warehouse management, repair management, billing and online sales.
- Establish phases of application design and make the application requirements in order to ensure the success of it.
- Create a testing phase.
- Tighten the planning of project duration and resources required for its development.
- Perform a marketing study of the developed product.
- Teamwork: Create teams in the initial phase to enable the design, analysis and implementation of the project, also defining the role of each team:
  - Design team: system design, databases design, UML and database management systems.
  - Analysis Team: conduct the analysis of the final creation of a requirements document, also will perform market research and project feasibility.
  - Implementation Team: initially undertake technological evidence necessary for the implementation of the subject and phase necessary to select databases and programming languages needed to implement tests.

Once the didactic contract with students is done, we can see the challenge that students have been established, as there is a considerable lack of order and some aspects remain undefined. At this point, the teacher plays an important role as a project leader, providing the students a pseudo-real situation as close as possible to a corporate project, without forgetting the academic taking into account that the a-didactic situation should let students progress on their own.

A. Introduction to syntactic variables and interaction production

Students showed their findings in a presentation to the group. During the questions and answers time, the teacher asked questions to the group of students from each team. These questions should make students question their own activities and complete their work.

For example, the following are questions made to the different teams. This was asked to the analysis team was: “Is all your work aimed to find the customer's needs, divided into different types of requirements, as you specified in the anal-
yssis phase?” The following comment was made to the design team: “You have decided which technology to use, I see you chose a language taught in other subjects (Java), but I do not see how the analysis team could use that work, you must design thinking to support the analysis team. Should the customer to see something during the requirements phase?” The implementation team was asked the following: “You carried out stress testing, you designed a database cluster and client-server communication, but what if I have to offer an external service such as sending data to a central provider or upgrade fees from the central shopping?”

At the end of the class, a student from the analysis team points out the following: “How should we organize the staff? This is a mess; it took us a week and we have nothing, we can not offer a joint solution for business… in software engineering classes the teacher told us about CASE tools, should we use them?”

A member of the design team questioned this decision and indicated they already had the Rational Rose tool at their disposal, which could be integrated with Requisite Pro tool, a specific tool for requirements definition, also saying that they could create database table in the design stage.

A member of the implementation team showed the possibility of defining a logical structured to develop a modular application. Another member said that they could create the accounting module with an ERP and save time.

The teacher finally decided to step in this chaos, with the sole purpose of moderating, and also indicating that he wanted to see them at his office the next morning. Next morning, only one member of each team showed up. Groups had just defined the team leader role without the teacher intervention.

During this mentoring sessions, issues discussed the day before are solved. Students established a modular structure and decided to continue using Rational Rose and Requisite Pro, as their combination is a way of linking design and analysis phases, finishing up with the definition of use cases. Regarding requirements definition, students decide to start developing IGU prototypes in order to achieve a better definition of requirements and ease the creation of a database. The also decided to do a reverse engineering process on industry applications, to includes industry data in the analysis, which is a good way to make an analysis and design when software teams do not have own data.

In this interaction, with the introduction of variables, the progress was considerable in terms of project organization. Students made decisions based on prior knowledge and sought appropriate solutions to problems, creating a project development methodology.

VII. ARCHITECTURE

We need to create architecture for incorporating the method of Brousseau. This architecture is focused on the cloud to ensure the possibility of growth and integration of services built on previous research. It is essential to consider the organization the teacher does in the academic environment, the documentation of teaching the set of objectives that the student has reached. Also, the teacher has to conduct the evaluation and monitoring of the goals of the students. This requires the creation of a workspace.

Figure 2 depicts the cloud architecture that enables this work, as we will now need a part that facilitates interaction and creation of workspaces based on the teaching methods and other assessment and preparation activities for the teacher.

![Architecture in the cloud](Fig. 2 Architecture in the cloud)

We set a conceptual level architecture in the cloud, as we can see there are several parts.

Green modules represent the organization that the teacher created for the subject. Data is gathered from the subject curricula, divided into objectives, skills, activities and resources. The curricular organization that the teacher has developed for a subject must be adapted to the Brousseau methodology, thus conducting a curricular inclusion in the method we are developing.

Parts of the method are depicted in blue. They are some of the patterns and conditions described in the previous section. Data is collected both from the didactic plan and transversality necessary for the advancement of the data. The method begins by defining the problem and creating a learning contract that allows the teacher to start the process. Once the student work and under a teaching situation, the a-didactic situation comes into play, which should finish with the solution of the problem.

In purple, we highlight didactic variables selection that create the a-didactic situation and break the didactic contract. These educational variables are defined by the teacher based on the objectives of the students obtained in other subjects and also new goals. In both cases, the student level of objectives achievement is taken into account, thus guaranteeing transversality and the fact that students will be able to come up with an overall solution.

For the evaluation, the teacher needs objectives developed by each student and the student group as a whole in order to ensure a quantitative assessment of the objectives developed in the problem statement. At this point the teacher needs to
change the perspective to see entire process. This means that activities performed by the students must be complete and must be exported to the teacher assessment notebook.

The workspace or interaction space for students and teachers is where they perform the work. The workspace must conform to the methodology that the teacher has selected and also have access to resources, this can be achieved with the CSchool Interactive Design tool [17] and use a cloud application environment [18].

VIII. CONCLUSION

The method of Brousseau, raises the goal that students should learn to solve problems. We use this method for computer courses. A case study was presented in which students develop the problem by introducing variables. Teacher’s work in such situations is to guide students through the educational variables and produce iterations in each stage of the process. On the other hand, it is important to set limits to ensure the achievement of the objectives of the course and also control the development of the sessions. Course planning comes from the subject curriculum and, in this case in particular, needs other subjects to achieve the same goals. Currently the problem is the inhibition for students to enroll in certain courses if they have not passed previous more basic courses. This is not a problem with our approach, as there is a possibility that students review the lessons learnt in other subjects. This suggests that future work on this methodology should be directed towards improving students’ curriculum and promotes the objectives of subjects from others that require such knowledge. For example, if a student does not have the minimum knowledge to pass the programming databases course, he could be placed in a team with another student who masters this subject, supporting the other student. Activities like this one would need to know what to do with interdisciplinary work between subjects, how to evaluate it and how allow academics the student profile improvement.
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